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Moon California Fishing
CLICK HERE to download two sample hikes from Best Hikes with Kids San Francisco * Features more than
100 kid-friendly trails * A comprehensive guide for families hiking in the Bay Area! In this colorful
guidebook to the best family trails in the entire Bay Area -- including Sonoma and Santa Cruz counties -author Laure Latham developed her list of hikes not just through personal experience, but also by
interviewing local parent groups to hear what families really want when they hike with kids. Beyond detailed
trail descriptions, Best Hikes with Kids: San Francisco Bay Area features: * Info on junior ranger/kid
recognition programs * Guidebook section on environmental awareness for kids * Trail safety and how to
easily identify poison oak and poison hemlock * Stroller-friendly and dog-friendly hikes * Trails near
campgrounds, playgrounds, or quality picnic areas * Best hikes accessible via Bay Area public transit * Best
hikes with nearby farms or nature museums —

Best Hikes San Francisco
Hit the Road with Moon Travel Guides! From the waterfalls of Yosemite and the colorful Grand Canyon to
the Hollywood Walk of Fame and the Golden Gate Bridge, cruise through the best of the West with Moon
California Road Trip. Inside you'll find: Maps and Driving Tools: Over 40 easy-to-use maps keep you
oriented on and off the highway, along with site-to-site mileage, driving times, and detailed directions for the
entire route Eat, Sleep, Stop and Explore: With lists of the best hikes, views, restaurants, and more, you can
ride a cable car in San Francisco or hike Half Dome, descend deep into the Grand Canyon, or hit the waves
in a classic SoCal surf town. Wander through history at Alcatraz, snap a photo at Big Sur, or marvel at
jellyfish at the Monterey Bay Aquarium. Chow down on an authentic Mission burrito, lunch on fish tacos by
the beach, or watch the sunset from a rooftop bar in Los Angeles Flexible Itineraries: Drive the entire twoweek route from San Francisco to Yosemite, Las Vegas, the Grand Canyon, Los Angeles, and Southern
California, mix and match sections for shorter road trips, or follow strategic itineraries for spending time in
big cities and small towns along the way Local Insight: Surfer and adventurer Stuart Thornton shares his thirst
for the next secluded beach, quirky pit stop, and mountaintop vista Planning Your Trip: Know when and
where to get gas, how to avoid traffic, tips for driving in different road and weather conditions, and
suggestions for international visitors, LGBTQ+ travelers, seniors, and road trippers with kids With Moon
California Road Trip's practical tips, detailed itineraries, and local expertise, you're ready to fill up the tank
and hit the road. Doing more than driving through? Check out Moon California, Moon Grand Canyon, or
Moon Yosemite, Sequoia & Kings Canyon.
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Moon Northern California Hiking
Easy-to-use guide to the best hikes in the South Bay and along the Peninsula. Discover natural treasures
located close to Silicon Valley, but a world apart. Hikes feature waterfalls, wildflowers, breathtaking views,
and more. Complete with colorful stories, trusted trail accounts, clear maps and directions.

The Gift of Rain
Grab your water bottle and explore more than 75 great hikes in and around Phoenix. The Valley of the Sun
offers thousands of acres for hardcore hikers and first-timers alike to enjoy Arizona's amazing landscape.
Inside Moon Take a Hike Phoenix you'll find: Detailed Descriptions: Find the right hike for you with
thoughtful and thorough descriptions of what to expect along each trail. Pick from a variety of hikes ranging
from flat routes suitable for families to challenging rock scrambles. Escape the city for a few hours or take a
day-long trek to ultimate solitude. Quick Reference: Compare difficulty ratings, distance, and elevation gain
to pick which trail to tackle in an easy-to-scan chart. Icons identify hikes that are dog-friendly or wheelchair
accessible-and highlights like historic sites, wildlife, and wildflowers Maps and Directions: Easy-to-use maps
for each trail showing topography and elevation. Point-by-point navigation guides you along the right path
and prepares you for changes in terrain. All hikes include GPS coordinates and detailed driving directions
(including access via public transit when available) for each trailhead. Best-of Lists: Get ideas for where to
start with hikes sorted by interest or difficulty, including "Best Near Water," "Best Summit Views," and "Best
Kid-Friendly Hikes." Trusted Advice: Born and raised in Phoenix, author Lilia Menconi shares the
experience and knowledge she's gained hiking in and around her hometown. Lilia also includes essential tips
on desert safety and ways to beat the heat. Whether you're a veteran or a first-time hiker, a lifelong resident or
a brand new transplant, Moon Take a Hike Phoenix will have you ready to lace up your hiking boots and
head out on your next adventure. Looking to explore beyond Phoenix? Try Moon Southwest Road Trip.
Ready for an overnight outdoor adventure? Check out Moon Grand Canyon.

Moon Bay Area Biking
Bay Area parks and preserves offer a dramatic variety of landscapes, from rugged redwood-forested canyons
to breezy coastal bluffs, grassy rolling hills to sunny chaparral-coated hillsides. Well-known destinations such
as Point Reyes National Seashore, Mount Diablo State Park, Mount Tamalpais State Park, and many other
more obscure jewels of the Bay Area park system are just a short drive from the heart of San Francisco.
Completely updated and including several new hikes and a complete new map set, 60 Hikes within 60 Miles:
San Francisco guides readers to a splendid assortment of trails in the nine counties surrounding one of the
world's most beautiful cities. Whether hikers crave a quick and easy get-out-of-town stroll or a challenging
day-long trek through wilderness, this book is the perfect trailblazer, for city natives and first-time visitors
alike.

Cycling the Pacific Coast
Avid hiker and experienced travel writer Ann Marie Brown knows the best places to hike in the San
Francisco Bay Area, from ocean-front and mountain trails to scenic walks through Wine Country. This fifth
edition of Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area includes new hikes, as well as a handy trail
map for Marsh and South Pasture Loop. With helpful icons indicating access to historic sites, trails that are
appropriate for children, wheelchair-accessible trails, and trailheads that can be accessed via public
transportation, this guide is perfect for inexperienced and expert hikers alike. Complete with difficulty levels
from 1 to 5, Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area provides hikers with first-rate expert
advice and all the necessary tools to head outdoors.
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Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area
Outdoor enthusiasts W. C. McRae and Judy Jewell share their extensive knowledge of coastal Oregon, from
the best places to grab a seaside snack to the most scenic hikes along the Coastal Trail. McRae and Jewell also
outline a variety of suggested travel strategies, including Riding the Pacific Waves, Foraging the Coast, and
Coastal Road Trip—a 10-day itinerary for a tour of the entire coast. With endless options for inn-hopping
and surfing along the state's southern beaches, Moon Coastal Oregon gives travelers the tools they need to
create a more personal and memorable experience.

101 Places to Get F*cked Up Before You Die
Outdoors writer-photographer Becky Lomax uses her experience as a skier, hiker, kayaker, and bicycler to
capture the adventures of camping in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho. Lomax provides insight on the
picturesque Glacier National Park, the incredible wildlife of Northwest Montana, and the high winds that
characterize the Rocky Mountain Front. Moon Montana, Wyoming, & Idaho Camping is packed with
information on national forests and parks, recreation areas, and backcountry sites. Complete with details on
what to pack, what to wear, reservations and fees, and the best camping facilities, Moon Montana, Wyoming,
& Idaho Camping gives travelers the tools they need to create a more personal and memorable camping
experience.

Moon California Camping
Pack a lunch, lace up your boots, and head out to discover the best hiking trails in NorCal with Moon
Northern California Hiking. A Hike for Everyone: Pick the right hike for you, from breathtaking coastal
walks to challenging backcountry treks, with options ranging from easy day hikes to multi-day backpacking
trips Best Hikes Lists: Choose from strategic lists like the best hikes for majestic redwoods, bird-watching,
refreshing swimming holes, wheelchair accessibility and more Essential Planning Details: Each hike is marked
with round-trip distance and hiking time and rated for scenic beauty and trail difficulty Maps and Directions:
Find easy-to-use maps, driving directions to each trailhead, and details on where to park Skip the Crowds:
Have the trail to yourself with Moon Northern California Hiking's many off-the-radar hikes Expert Advice:
Seasoned hikers Tom Stienstra and Ann Marie Brown offer their experienced insight and honest opinions on
each trail Tips and Tools: Advice on gear, first aid, ethical hiking, and camping permits, plus background
information on climate, landscape, and wildlife Whether you're a veteran or a first-time hiker, Moon's
comprehensive coverage and honest expertise will have you gearing up for your next adventure. Exploring
more of the Golden State? Try Moon California Hiking. Hitting the road? Check out Moon California Road
Trip.

Moon California Road Trip
Avid hiker and experienced travel writer Ann Marie Brown knows the best places to hike in the San
Francisco Bay Area from ocean-front and mountain trails to scenic walks through Wine Country. This third
edition of Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area includes a new hiking tips section, updated
trail maps for each hike, new chapter maps with sites plotted by region, and a new resources section. This
guide also has helpful icons indicating access to historic sites, trails that are appropriate for children,
wheelchair-accessible trails, and trailheads that can be accessed via public transportation. Complete with
difficulty levels from 1 to 5, Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area provides hikers with firstrate expert advice and all the necessary tools to head outdoors.

The Spitboy Rule
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Trek the diverse terrain of Southern California, from desert to beach to mountaintop, on an easy stroll or
overnight adventure, with this ultimate guide to the 101 best hikes in the Southland. Covers the Santa
Monica, San Gabriel, San Jacinto, and San Bernardino mountains, and the Mojave and Colorado deserts.
This updated and revised edition of one of our best-selling guidebooks includes 12 new hikes and updated
information for hikes from the previous edition. All trips have been rehiked for this update. Each trip
includes a map, photos, trail highlights, and symbols to tell you the basics of the trip at a glance. Each map
now includes key GPS coordinates.

Moon Coastal Oregon
Who says you have to travel far from home to go on a great hike? In Best Hikes San Francisco Linda
Hamilton details the best hikes within an hour's drive of San Francisco perfect for the urban and suburbanite
hard-pressed to find great outdoor activities close to home. Each featured hike includes detailed hike specs, a
brief hike description, trailhead location, directional cues, and a detailed map.

Heart of Darkness
“The Joy Luck Club is one of my favorite books. From the moment I first started reading it, I knew it was
going to be incredible. For me, it was one of those once-in-a-lifetime reading experiences that you cherish
forever. It inspired me as a writer and still remains hugely inspirational.” —Kevin Kwan, author of Crazy
Rich Asians Amy Tan’s beloved, New York Times bestselling tale of mothers and daughters Four mothers,
four daughters, four families whose histories shift with the four winds depending on who's "saying" the
stories. In 1949 four Chinese women, recent immigrants to San Francisco, begin meeting to eat dim sum,
play mahjong, and talk. United in shared unspeakable loss and hope, they call themselves the Joy Luck Club.
Rather than sink into tragedy, they choose to gather to raise their spirits and money. "To despair was to wish
back for something already lost. Or to prolong what was already unbearable." Forty years later the stories and
history continue. With wit and sensitivity, Amy Tan examines the sometimes painful, often tender, and
always deep connection between mothers and daughters. As each woman reveals her secrets, trying to
unravel the truth about her life, the strings become more tangled, more entwined. Mothers boast or despair
over daughters, and daughters roll their eyes even as they feel the inextricable tightening of their matriarchal
ties. Tan is an astute storyteller, enticing readers to immerse themselves into these lives of complexity and
mystery.

Top Trails: San Francisco Bay Area
This title in the acclaimed Afoot & Afield series contains more than 100 carefully described trips in the ninecounty region. Included are all the well-known favorites: Mt. Tamalpais, Point Reyes National Seashore,
Henry W. Coe and Mt. Diablo state parks, and Rancho San Antonio Open Space Preserve. The book also
features more remote parks and preserves, from the rugged Sonoma coast to hidden canyons south of San
Jose, as well as regional open spaces and country parks from the East Bay hills to the Santa Cruz Mountains.

Hike the South Bay: Best Day Hikes in the South Bay and Along the Peninsula
A comprehensive guide to more than 150 hikes on over 500 miles of trails in public parks and preserves on
the San Francisco Peninsula. From San Bruno Mountain just south of the City by the Bay, all the way down
to Ao Nuevo State Reserve, the San Francisco Peninsula offers numerous scenic wonders, all within a short
drive of major Bay Area cities. Includes detailed descriptions for each trip, new maps for every area described,
driving directions, elevation change and duration of each hike. "The only way to experience the beauty,
character, and diversity of the San Francisco Peninsula is with a copy of Peninsula Trials in your hand." Page 4/12
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Audrey Rust, President Peninsula Open Space Trust

Hiking the San Francisco Bay Area
Find your perfect campsite in the Centennial State with Moon Colorado Camping. A Campsite for
Everyone: Choose from a variety of campgrounds and RV parks, from secluded hike-ins to convenient
roadside stopovers, including dog-friendly, family-friendly, and wheelchair accessible options Ratings and
Essentials: All campsites are rated on a scenic scale and marked with amenities like restrooms, trailhead
access, picnic areas, laundry, piped water, showers, and playgrounds Recreation Highlights: Discover nearby
hiking, swimming, fishing, whitewater rafting, hot springs, and options for winter sports Maps and
Directions: Easy-to-use maps and detailed driving directions for each campground Skip the Crowds: Moon
Colorado Camping contains many secluded spots and campgrounds that aren't available in the state's online
reservation system The Top RV and Tent Sites for You: Pick the right campsite for your travel style with lists
of best campgrounds for stunning views, hot springs, weddings, and more Trailhead Access Campgrounds:
Find sites that offer access to the trails throughout the Western Slope, Rocky Mountains, Four Corners and
the San Juan Mountains, the San Luis Valley, and more Expert Advice: Local lifelong camper Joshua Berman
offers his perspective and insider know-how Tips and Tools: Information on equipment, food and cooking,
first aid, and insect protection, plus background on the climate, landscape, and history of the campgrounds
Whether you're a veteran or a first-time camper, Moon's comprehensive coverage and trusted advice will
have you gearing up for your next adventure. Want to explore the city? Try Moon Denver, Boulder, and
Colorado Springs.

Moon 101 Great Hikes of the San Francisco Bay Area
“A remarkable journey across the arc of a singular career . . . a great read about a genuine American hero. If
you’re hungry to learn about the true soul of this remarkable man, look no further: it’s all here.” —Paul
Zollo, author of Songwriters on Songwriting While many rock artists seem to suffer through interviews,
Bruce Springsteen has welcomed them as an opportunity to speak openly, thoughtfully, and in great detail
about his music and life. Springsteen on Springsteen is an extensive and unprecedented collection of
Springsteen’s spoken words over the past four decades. It features interviews by well-known media figures,
including Charlie Rose, Ted Koppel, Brian Williams, novelist Nick Hornby, and rock critics Paul Williams
and Neil Strauss. It also includes gems from small and international periodicals that even serious fans may not
have unearthed. In addition are radio and TV interviews that have not previously appeared in print, as well as
some material that has not been issued in any format—until now. Jeff Burger has contributed to Reader’s
Digest, Family Circle, GQ, the Los Angeles Times, Barron’s, and more than seventy-five other magazines,
newspapers, and books. In addition to Bruce Springsteen, he has published interviews with such leading
musicians as Billy Joel, Tom Waits, the Righteous Brothers, and the members of Steely Dan. He lives in
Ridgewood, New Jersey.

Afoot and Afield: San Francisco Bay Area
Some people are ordained for greatness Lexi is not one of those people. She's just trying to get by - just trying
to keep her unofficially adopted kids healthy and safe. But then Demigod Kieran crashes into her life, and her
whole world is turned upside down. He wants her help, and her. Lexi's safe little world is now at risk..

Moon Northern California
Covers the entire 2,000-mile route from Canada to Mexico, including alternate and side-route options
Information on lodging, camping, loading the bike, safe cycling, road conditions, weather, and more The
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Pacific Coast route is the most popular bike touring route in the U.S., according to Mountaineers Books’
non-profit partner, the Adventure Cycling Association. And for 33 years, our very own Bicycling the Pacific
Coast was the most popular guidebook to this venerable route—until now! Cycling the Pacific Coast
continues the trusted legacy with an all-new, completely re-ridden, and fully comprehensive guidebook from
Bill Thorness, featuring the most current, up-to-date beta on this amazing route. Cycling the Pacific Coast is
organized in five sections—Washington, Oregon, Northern California, Central California, and Southern
California—and is useful to riders who plan to do the trip as one epic ride, or break it up to peddle sections at
a time. Features include: Suggested itineraries for the entire ride, or for one- and two-week trips
Logistics for getting to/from ride sections Airport and train-station connections in all major cities
(Vancouver, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and San Diego) Alternate routes to take on
Vancouver Island (Canada), Washington’s Olympic Peninsula, and Northern California’s “Lost
Coast” Interesting and fun side trip destinations in 5 cities, on 2 islands, and in 2 wine country regions
New bike tourers will find equipment information, packing advice, and safety tips, among other helpful trip
suggestions. And all riders will find the guidance to experience the trip of a lifetime.

The Joy Luck Club
The 50-mile-long Santa Monica Mountains parallel the coastline in Southern California, dividing the Pacific
coast from the interior valleys. The majority of the range is located within the Santa Monica Mountains
National Recreation Area, the world's largest national park at 150,000 acres, including three major state
parks. Included in this new guide are 138 day hikes, with an additional section of 13 hikes that traverses the
full length of the 68-mile Backbone Trail in day hike segments. There are a variety of hikes to accommodates
every level of hiking, from short strolls along boardwalks to all-day coast-to-peak hikes. Also included are
clear trail descriptions, ample maps, and an index.

Moon West Coast RV Camping
What Are You Waiting For? Looking for a guidebook that isn't full of tired, lame, or even BS travel
information? 101 Places to Get Fucked Up Before You Die brings together the most irreverent and legit
accounts of drinking, nightlife and travel culture around the world. Part guide, part social commentary, part
party invitation, 101 Places gives you all the info and inspiration you'll need to: * Blowout one (or several) of
the year's biggest festivals * MacGyver your way into underground clubs and backcountry raves * Throw
down with people from the Himalayas to the salt flats to Antarctica * Travel in every conceivable style—from
baller to dirtbag—to some of the most epic spots on earth Do you really know where to go out in San
Francisco or Tel Aviv? How about preparing for Burning Man or Oktoberfest? The award-winning
journalists and photographers at Matador Network let you know what's up at each spot, whether it's drug
policies, how to keep safe, special options for LGBT travelers, or simply where to find the kind of music you
like to dance to. No matter if you want to rage at Ibiza or just chill on some dunes smoking shisha, 101 Places
has something for you. So, hop a flight, raise a glass, and join us as we breach security, ride ill-recommended
ferries, and hike miles into the wilderness all in search of the parties and places going off right now.

Lonesome Dove
Moon Travel Guides: Your Adventure Starts Here California has 20 million acres of forest, 1,200 miles of
coast, and countless wilderness areas, but with Moon California Camping, you'll always find your perfect
campsite. What's inside the 20th edition of Moon California Camping: A Campsite for Everyone: A variety
of campgrounds, from secluded Sierra hike-ins to convenient roadside stopovers, including dog-friendly,
family-friendly, and wheelchair accessible options Ratings and Essentials: All campsites are rated by scenery
and marked with amenities like restrooms, trailhead access, picnic areas, laundry, piped water, showers, and
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playgrounds Recreation Highlights: Discover nearby hiking, swimming, fishing, water-skiing, white water
rafting, hot springs, and options for winter sports Maps and Directions: Easy-to-use maps and detailed
driving directions for each campground Skip the Crowds: Moon California Camping contains many
secluded spots and campgrounds not in the online reservation system Curated Lists of Top RV and Tent
Sites: Pick the right campsite for your travel style with lists like "Best for Families," "Scenic Campgrounds,"
and "Best Island Retreats" Trusted Advice: Expert outdoorsman Tom Stienstra knows his stuff; he's hiked
25,000 miles in and around these campgrounds for over 30 years Essential Information on Hiking the John
Muir Trail and the Pacific Crest Trail: includes campgrounds that offer trailhead access Tips and Tools:
Information on equipment, food and cooking, first aid, and insect protection, plus background on the
climate, landscape, and history of the campsites Whether you're a veteran or a first-time camper, with
Moon's comprehensive coverage and trusted advice, you'll be ready to pitch your tent and enjoy the great
outdoors. Narrowing your search? Try Moon Northern California Camping. Looking for some focused
advice on outdoor recreation? Check out Moon California Hiking or Moon California Fishing. Full
coverage of: Redwood Empire, Shasta and Trinity, Lassen and Modoc, Mendocino and Wine Country,
Sacramento and Gold Country, Tahoe and the Northern Sierra, the San Francisco Bay Area, Monterey and
Big Sur, the San Joaquin Valley, Yosemite and Mammoth Lakes, Sequoia and Kings Canyon, Santa Barbara,
Los Angeles and San Diego (and their surrounding areas), and the California deserts, including Death Valley
and Palm Desert

Sin & Chocolate
In the tradition of celebrated wartime storytellers Somerset Maugham and Graham Greene, Tan Twan Eng's
debut novel casts a powerful spell. The recipient of extraordinary acclaim from critics and the bookselling
community, Tan Twan Eng's debut novel casts a powerful spell and has garnered comparisons to celebrated
wartime storytellers Somerset Maugham and Graham Greene. Set during the tumult of World War II, on the
lush Malayan island of Penang, The Gift of Rain tells a riveting and poignant tale about a young man caught
in the tangle of wartime loyalties and deceits. In 1939, sixteen-year-old Philip Hutton-the half-Chinese, halfEnglish youngest child of the head of one of Penang's great trading families-feels alienated from both the
Chinese and British communities. He at last discovers a sense of belonging in his unexpected friendship with
Hayato Endo, a Japanese diplomat. Philip proudly shows his new friend around his adored island, and in
return Endo teaches him about Japanese language and culture and trains him in the art and discipline of
aikido. But such knowledge comes at a terrible price. When the Japanese savagely invade Malaya, Philip
realizes that his mentor and sensei-to whom he owes absolute loyalty-is a Japanese spy. Young Philip has
been an unwitting traitor, and must now work in secret to save as many lives as possible, even as his own
family is brought to its knees.

Springsteen on Springsteen
More than five million people visit Marin County each year to enjoy the area's parks and open spaces. With a
relief map for each hike, here are 133 tested trails in favorite spots like Mount Tamalpais, Muir Woods, Point
Reyes, and Angel Island for hikers of every level. 12 photos. 110 illustrations. 133 maps.

101+ Great Ideas for Libraries and Friends
Full-color guide to 50 trails, many of them within city limits Routes rated for fitness for walkers,
runners, and hikers San Francisco is home to more than 800,000 residents and hosts more than 17 million
business and leisure travelers each year. But few visitors—or locals, for that matter—realize that there are
more than 220 premier parks and 70 miles of hiking trails in the city itself. Urban Trails: San Francisco is the
only guide available that details so many trails within the boundaries of the city, including mainland San
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Francisco and the city’s four islands: Alcatraz, Angel, Treasure, and Yerba Buena. With a focus on parks
and trails, here you’ll find 50 routes for walkers, runners, and hikers. Other features include: Trailhead
directions, including public transit options Info for families and dog owners Trail distance, high point,
estimated time, amenities, and more Sidebars on area history, nature, tips, and sights

Moon Colorado Camping
Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. A love story, an
adventure, and an epic of the frontier, Larry McMurtry’s Pulitzer Prize–winning classic, Lonesome Dove,
the third book in the Lonesome Dove tetralogy, is the grandest novel ever written about the last defiant
wilderness of America. Journey to the dusty little Texas town of Lonesome Dove and meet an unforgettable
assortment of heroes and outlaws, whores and ladies, Indians and settlers. Richly authentic, beautifully
written, always dramatic, Lonesome Dove is a book to make us laugh, weep, dream, and remember.

Moon Montana, Wyoming & Idaho Camping
Heart of Darkness is a short novel by Polish novelist Joseph Conrad, written as a frame narrative, about
Charles Marlow's life as an ivory transporter down the Congo River in Central Africa. The river is "a mighty
big river, that you could see on the map, resembling an immense snake uncoiled, with its head in the sea, its
body at rest curving afar over a vast country, and its tail lost in the depths of the land." In the course of his
travel in central Africa, Marlow becomes obsessed with Mr. Kurtz. The story is a complex exploration of the
attitudes people hold on what constitutes a barbarian versus a civilized society and the attitudes on
colonialism and racism that were part and parcel of European imperialism. Originally published as a threepart serial story, in Blackwood's Magazine, the novella Heart of Darkness has been variously published and
translated into many languages. In 1998, the Modern Library ranked Heart of Darkness one of the hundred
best novels in English of the twentieth century.

101 Hikes in Southern California
This illustrated history by a trio of experts is the definitive reference on the Apollo spacecraft and lunar
modules. It traces the vehicles' design, development, and operation in space. More than 100 photographs
and illustrations.

Day Hikes in the Santa Monica Mountains
Moon Travel Guides: Your Adventure Starts Here Grab your sleeping bag, pack the car, and discover the
best spots to camp in the great outdoors with Moon Oregon Camping. Inside you'll find: A Campsite for
Everyone: A variety of campgrounds and RV parks, from family-friendly car camping to secluded hike-ins,
including dog-friendly and wheelchair accessible options Ratings and Essentials: All campsites are rated on a
scenic scale and marked with amenities like restrooms, trailhead access, picnic areas, laundry, piped water,
showers, and playgrounds Recreation Highlights: Discover nearby hiking, swimming, fishing, water-skiing,
whitewater rafting, hot springs, and options for winter sports Maps and Directions: Easy-to-use maps and
detailed driving directions for each campground Trusted Advice: Expert outdoorsman Tom Stienstra is
always on the move, having traveled more than a million miles across Oregon and the West over the past 25
years Tips and Tools: Essentials like equipment, food and cooking, first aid, and insect protection, as well as
background information on the climate, landscape, and history of the campsites Comprehensive Coverage:
Moon Oregon Camping covers Portland and the Willamette Valley, the Southern Cascades, the Columbia
River Gorge and Mount Hood, Northeastern and Southeastern Oregon, and the Oregon Coast Whether
you're a veteran or a first-time camper, Moon's comprehensive coverage and trusted advice will have you
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gearing up for your next adventure. Sticking to the RV? Try Moon West Coast RV Camping. Can't get
enough of the Pacific Northwest? Try Moon Washington Camping or Moon Olympic Peninsula.

Hiking Marin
Lace up your boots and sample forty of the finest trails the San Francisco Bay Area has to offer. This guide
covers every corner of this beautiful and diverse region, leading you to roaring waterfalls and wind-whipped
mountaintops, verdant forests and wildflower-covered meadows. See majestic redwoods in the nature lover's
cathedral in Muir woods, watch for whales along Lighthouse Trail at Point Reyes National Seashore, or
wander through military history in The Presidio. Veteran hiker and Bay Area native Linda Hamilton will
introduce you to these trails and many more.

Moon Northern California Biking
FOLUSA's (Friends of Libraries U.S.A.) groups constantly produce new ideas and inventive strategies for
helping libraries and their communities. Here are more than 100 simple, innovative, and tested marketing
and fundraising ideas collected from friends groups across the country.

Moon Take a Hike Phoenix
Acclaimed outdoors author and experienced fisherman Tom Stienstra knows the best fishing spots in the
Golden State, from the crystal-clear lakes dotting the Sierra Nevada to the open waters located just off the
coast of San Francisco. Offering detailed descriptions of more than 2,000 fishing locations and including
more than 70 pages of fishing tips and advice, Moon California Fishing leads both beginner and expert
anglers to the best lakes, rivers, and coasts that the state has to offer. Complete with helpful regional maps as
well as directions and ratings for each location, Moon California Fishing provides all the necessary tools to
head outdoors.

Best Hikes with Kids: San Francisco Bay Area
Your Adventure Starts Here with Moon Travel Guides! Are you at home in the golden hills of Berkeley, or
the lush redwood forests of Marin? Explore the paradise just outside your door with Moon 101 Great Hikes
of the San Francisco Bay Area. Inside you'll find: A Hike for Everyone: Hikes range from short, flat routes
suitable for families to daylong, steep treks for more ambitious hikers, with options to extend or shorten the
hikes. All hikes are rated for difficulty and marked for features such as dog-friendly or wheelchair accessible
Explore the Trails: Highlights like waterfalls, beaches, historic sites, wildlife, and wildflowers are noted on
each hike Maps and Directions: Explore with easy-to-use maps and point-by-point navigation for each trail,
and including driving directions to each trailhead with GPS coordinates and public transit options when
available Top Hikes: Lists like "Best Redwood Forests," "Best Short Backpacking Trips," and "Best BirdWatching" will help you choose where to hike in Napa, Sonoma, Marin, the East Bay, San Francisco, the
Peninsula, and the South Bay Trusted Advice: Anne Marie Brown shares the experience and knowledge she's
gained from hiking, biking, and camping in and around the Bay Area more than 150 days a year Tips and
Tools: Find essentials like health, safety, and trail etiquette, background information on the landscape and
history of the trails, and volunteer opportunities so you can help keep the trails as beautiful as you found
them Whether you're a veteran or a first-time hiker, Moon's comprehensive coverage and trusted advice will
have you ready to lace up your hiking boots and head out on your next adventure. Looking for trails beyond
the Bay Area? Try Moon Northern California Hiking or Moon California Hiking. Ready for an overnight
outdoor adventure? Check out Moon Northern California Camping or Moon California Camping.
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60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: San Francisco
Though not a riot grrl band, Spitboy blazed trails for women musicians in the San Francisco Bay Area and
beyond, but it wasn't easy. Misogyny, sexism, abusive fans, class and color blindness, and all-out racism were
foes, especially for Gonzales, a Chicana and the only person of color in the band. Unlike touring rock bands
before them, the unapologetically feminist Spitboy preferred Scrabble games between shows rather than sex
and drugs, and they were not the angry manhaters that many expected them to be. Fully illustrated with rare
photos and flyers from the punk rock underground, this fast-paced, first-person recollection is populated by
scenesters and musical allies from the time including Econochrist, Paxston Quiggly, Neurosis, Los Crudos,
Aaron Cometbus, Pete the Roadie, Green Day, Fugazi, and Kamala and the Karnivores.

Moon Oregon Camping
Longtime San Francisco residents and intrepid hikers David Weintraub and Ben Pease have selected 44 "mustdo" trips for hiking, running, and bicycling. Trails range from easy strolls to all-day treks, from 2 to 12 miles,
covering the most scenic parks and preserves between Santa Rosa and San Jose. The second edition features
new hikes in Muir Woods and the Presidio, more elevation profiles, and at-a-glance information helps you
find the best wildflowers, fall color, bird-watching, camping, historic sites, and cool hikes for hot days.

Urban Trails: San Francisco
Park your RV anywhere from Mission Bay near San Diego to Orcas Island near the Canadian border, and
immerse yourself in the wild spirit of the West Coast with Moon West Coast RV Camping. Inside you'll find:
A Campsite for Everyone: A variety of RV parks and campgrounds from scenic state parks to convenient
roadside stopovers, including dog-friendly and wheelchair accessible options Ratings and Essentials: All
campsites are rated on a scenic scale and marked with amenities like restrooms, trailhead access, picnic areas,
laundry, piped water, showers, and playgrounds Recreation Highlights: Discover nearby waterfalls, beaches,
historic sites, hot springs, wildlife, and more Maps and Directions: Easy-to-use maps and detailed driving
directions for each campground Top RV Parks and Campgrounds: Lists like "Best for Families," "Best for
Fishing," and "Best for Hiking" help you choose where to camp in Washington, Oregon, and California
Trusted Advice: Expert outdoorsman Tom Stienstra is always on the move, having traveled more than a
million miles across Washington, Oregon, and California for the past 25 years Tips and Tools: Essentials like
equipment, recreation, first aid, and insect protection, as well as background on the climate, landscape, and
history of the campsites Whether you're a veteran or first-time RV camper, Moon's comprehensive coverage
and practical advice will have you gearing up for your next adventure. Sticking to one state? Try Moon
California Camping or Moon Oregon Camping. Cruising down the PCH? Check out Moon Pacific Coast
Highway Road Trip.

Chariots for Apollo
Covering the most popular Bay Area biking destinations--as well as some well-kept secrets--this is the biker's
guide to finding the best rides throughout the region. Moon Bay Area Biking guides bikers through the
North, East, and South Bay, as well as surrounding areas, with rides alongside the Pacific Coast and through
lush state parks. Brown outlines a wide variety of roads and trails, including family-friendly rides, paths good
for wildlife viewing, and routes full of history. Complete with elevation charts, route maps, options to extend
or shorten each ride, plus information on bike shops, riding clubs, and bike organizations throughout the
Bay Area, Moon Bay Area Biking gives bicyclists the tools they need to create a more personal and
memorable experience.
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Peninsula Trails
Avid biker and experienced travel writer Ann Marie Brown knows the best places to cycle in Northern
California, from steep ocean-front rides to meandering, scenic trails through Sonoma and Napa. Moon
Northern California Biking guides seasoned riders and beginning bikers to the best trails, paths, and roads
throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, Tahoe, Yosemite, and Northern California wine country. Complete
with elevation charts, route maps, and options to extend or shorten each route, as well as information on bike
shops, riding clubs, and bike organizations throughout the region, Moon Northern California Biking gives
bicyclists the tools they need to create a more personal and memorable experience.

Moon Northern California Hiking
Seasoned outdoors authors Tom Stienstra and Ann Marie Brown know the best hiking trails in Northern
California. This brand-new guidebook leads beginner and expert hikers alike to the best trails the northern
part of the state has to offer. Complete with detailed regional maps, hiking tips, difficulty and quality ratings
for each hike, Moon Northern California Hiking provides hikers with all the necessary tools to head
outdoors.

Moon 101 Great Hikes San Francisco Bay Area
This full-color guide includes vibrant photos and easy-to-use maps to help with trip planning. Northern
California residents Elizabeth Linhart Veneman and Christopher Arns cover the best that Northern
California has to offer, from day hikes in awe-inspiring Yosemite Valley to rest and relaxation at the spas and
vineyards of Wine Country. To help travelers plan their trip, Veneman and Arns also offer a number of
unique itinerary ideas, such as as "Best Day Trips," "Best Road Trips," and "Best Outdoor Adventures." With
expert advice on finding the tastiest food in the Bay Area, exploring the charming Monterey and Carmel, and
getting to Gold Country ghost towns, Moon Northern California gives travelers the tools they need to create
a more personal and memorable experience.
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